Although some bright students in primary school are able to organise numerical data into classes (Konold & Higgins, 2000; Nisbet, 2001; Nisbet, Jones, Thornton, Langrall & Mooney, in press), most attend to the characteristics of individuals rather than the group, and 'see the trees rather than the forest'.

How can teachers in upper primary and early high school teach students to organise large sets of data with widely varying values into groups, and to represent the resulting grouped data appropriately in a histogram? How can we choose data sets that allow integration of different topics in the mathematics curriculum? What involvement can students have in the data collection?

These are questions that were addressed in a ‘teaching experiment’ with two year 7 classes in two different Queensland schools over a three-week period. (Year 7 is the final year of primary school in Queensland).

### Data collection

One very effective and efficient way of obtaining a reasonably sized data set is to have students conduct a survey within their own class or across a number of classes. A strategy that worked well in introducing year 7 students to surveys was to supply each student with a data sheet containing the following four questions:

(a) Your height in cm,
(b) Your horizontal reach in cm (arms outstretched),
(c) Your estimate of the number of countries in the world, and
(d) Some other variable of interest to the students.
(d) Your estimate of the number of books you have read this year.

Students worked in groups of three or four to collect their own measurements and estimates and then separated the four answers into ice cream buckets labelled appropriately. The whole exercise took about twenty minutes by the time everyone had completed measuring, recording and sorting of the data sets. Tasks chosen ensured that the data were either discrete [the countries and the books] or continuous [height and horizontal reach]. Students were involved in working out the best strategies for measuring height and horizontal reach and in deciding how to arrive at the two estimates.

Part of the efficiency of this approach to data collection was that there were four sets of data that could be used in lessons. Students owned the data and could see where their own particular data were located within the overall representations that they developed in a series of lessons that followed over the next three weeks.

Data organisation and representation

It is one thing to collect a whole lot of data and quite another to organise that data in order to tell a story. The Queensland Year 7 Teacher Sourcebook (Department of Education, Qld, 1990) indicates that students will need help with organising data and drawing histograms, and that not all students will reach this level of proficiency in Year 7. This type of data organisation is not usually encountered in Queensland primary schools before Year 7, so we decided to initially test how Year 7 students would organise a large data set without having been taught.

We gave the students the following information and instructions:

A group of 50 students did a survey and collected data on their heights.
The following numbers are the 50 students’ heights in centimetres.
1. In the space below, organise the data into groups — any groups that make sense to you.
2. Then, represent the data in any type of graph you like on the graph paper provided.

Interestingly, while about 70% of the students were able to organise the numbers into intervals of size 5 or 10, there were approximately 20% who had no idea how to handle such data. Of the 70% (n=40) who were able to organise into groups only four could represent the data in a way that showed the grouping. Figure 1 shows an example of a student who did make a grouping and did represent the groups but in a way that resembles a bar graph rather than showing the properties of a histogram. The student’s graph clearly shows the distribution of the data and is good example of a bar graph. However, had the bars been touching to show the continuity of the scale of students’ heights, it could be called a histogram.

On the basis of findings from a number of studies (Bright & Friel, 1998; Jones et al., 2001; Nisbet, 2003) and the above information, we decided to conduct a ‘teaching experiment’ that focused on implementing a series of...
Teaching children to organise and represent large data sets in a histogram

The ‘teaching experiment’

Lesson 1

This lesson involved the collection of data described earlier in the article. Our approach was to record the students’ height data on the chalkboard as they were randomly drawn out of the corresponding bucket. Organisation of the data involved finding the smallest and largest height and then using these values to determine the range — a concept that many of these primary school students had never heard of before. Once students had arranged the heights from smallest to largest and then calculated the range, they were ready to explore the notion of intervals. The number of intervals and an appropriate size for these data was subject to a valuable discussion as we looked at what would be practical and meaningful. Issues such as overlapping of intervals were addressed and the process of rounding values became one that had an application in this task.

Construction of a grouped frequency distribution was modelled by the teacher and then students prepared their own distribution from the class data on heights. What proved helpful initially was to have a recording sheet that gave some guidance to the students in remembering the sequence of steps in handling the data, (see Figure 2 for an example).

Following this, the teacher modelled the process of representing the grouped data in a histogram, namely:

(a) allocate axes (frequencies on vertical axis, height on horizontal axis);
(b) determine range required for each axis;
(c) work out a suitable scale for each axis; and
(d) construct contiguous bars for a histogram.

Care was taken to emphasise the contiguous nature of histograms compared with the non-contiguous nature of bar graphs that was characteristic of the graphs of those students who grouped the data in the pre-instruction task (see Figure 1). Students were given the opportunity to construct their own histogram on a sheet of centimetre graph paper with discussion of cosmetic features of the histogram such as inserting labels on the axes and a title. The teacher then discussed possible ways of describing and interpreting the resulting graph.

Lesson 2

An excerpt from a video (Moore, 1992) on histograms that utilises data on ‘the times of lightning strikes’ and ‘school-arrival times’ was viewed as a stimulus to show how and why histograms are used in real life. (This excerpt clearly showed how a frequency distribution is built up from raw data, and the effect of the choice of various interval sizes.)

The procedure from Lesson 1 was modified with the data on the ‘number of countries’. A handout with the data listed in random order was given to each student who then cut out each of the numbers and assembled them in
order from smallest to largest. Once completed, the teacher recorded these ordered data on the board and a class discussion ensued about the possible groupings (intervals) that might be used to form the frequency distribution and the corresponding histogram. Two challenges with these data were the magnitude of the numbers and the range of the numbers (from 50 to 64 000). Students realised that a problem existed with drawing a histogram with these values. Two alternatives, that resulted in different histograms, were considered by the different classes, namely, putting all the outliers in a 300+ group, or dropping the outliers that were not considered realistic estimates of the number of countries. In either case, the interval (group) sizes were much larger than for the height data that had a range of only 48.

Once interval size was agreed upon, students constructed their own histograms. Then they were encouraged to write a paragraph on what the graphs told them, which was followed by sharing of their interpretations with the whole class.

**Lesson 3**

The ‘horizontal reach’ data were presented unordered on a sheet similar to Figure 2 and students were asked to identify highest and lowest and range, complete the ordering, decide on a possible grouping, and then represent the data in a completed histogram. Students’ groupings varied — some five and some ten — so different histograms were produced which led to fruitful discussion (facilitated by the teacher) when students were trying to interpret the story portrayed by the histogram. Figure 3 shows one student’s histogram produced with 5 cm interval sizes (140–144, 145–149, 150–154, etc.).

A similar procedure was followed with data on the ‘number of books read’. When time permitted, students were also introduced to other data sets to discuss and make decisions on groups and interval sizes without drawing the histograms.

**Checking the outcomes**

In the week following the three lessons, the two classes completed a task where they were given a different data set (students’ vertical reach — continuous data) and instructions similar to the pre-instruction situation. They were asked to organise the data into any groups that made sense to them and then to represent the data in any type of graph they liked on the graph paper provided.

**What changes had taken place?**

Organisation of the data into groups (intervals) rose from 40 (70%) to 49 (86%) from the pre-instruction task to the post-instruction task. However, the most encouraging result occurred in the area of representing the data in a histogram with an increase from 4 out of 57 (7%) to 42 (74%) over the
same period. It appears that the teaching experiment of three lessons was successful in facilitating the development of skills necessary for organising and representing a large set of numerical data in about three quarters of these Year 7 students.

What did we learn?

For the majority of students, there is no real problem in organising data although some prefer to order the data rather than form intervals. What they find difficult is transforming the grouped data into a valid graphical representation. Although organisation is a necessary requirement for being able to represent the data, it is not sufficient for the task. What appears to be the stumbling block for many students is the realisation that the frequencies for each class/group generated in the data-organisation step become the new variable to be plotted on the graph and represented on the vertical axis.

Instruction did play an important role in assisting students to represent the grouped data. After the series of just three lessons, 74% of the students were able to produce valid histograms. One could imagine that with further experience over an extended period of time, most of the remaining students would be able to master these skills. Coverage of the topic by teachers in Year 7 therefore seems to be the major issue in developing such skills. It cannot be said that the topic is too difficult for Year 7 students, nor that it is inappropriate to be included in the mathematics curriculum at the Year 7 level.

When a sample of students of different ability levels was interviewed, the majority believed that the topic was not too difficult, and that it was interesting and enjoyable. By approaching the topic with a student focus (through the collection of data about the students themselves), students’ interest and involvement can be gained and maintained in this topic.
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